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Preface

‘That the science of cartography is limited’

18

Over a decade ago, during the course of researching Famine sites of
memory, I came across a poem by Irish poet Eavan Boland, called ‘That
the science of cartography is limited’.1 Her text resonated across my time
spent visiting historic sites, attending exhibitions, monuments, partaking
in memorial events and perhaps most of all, walking in the Irish landscape
in search of Famine history.
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– and not simply by the fact that this shading of
forest cannot show the fragrance of balsam,
the gloom of cypresses
is what I wish to prove.
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When you and I were ﬁrst in love we drove
to the borders of Connacht
and entered a wood there.

.T

Look down you said: this was once a famine road.

I.B

I looked down at ivy and the scutch grass
rough-cast stone had
disappeared into as you told me
in the second winter of their ordeal, in
1847, when the crop had failed twice,
Relief Committees gave
the starving Irish such roads to build.
Where they died, there the road ended
and ends still and when I take down
the map of this island, it is never so
I can say here is
the masterful, the apt rendering of

xix
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the spherical as ﬂat, nor
an ingenious design which persuades a curve
into a plane,
but to tell myself again that
the line which says woodland and cries hunger
and gives out among sweet pine and cypress,
and ﬁnds no horizon
will not be there.2
– Eavan Boland
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The poem ﬁrst came to my attention in the context of a 1995
Famine exhibition at University College Cork, Ireland and it was since
printed at the start of the expansive 2012 edited volume, Atlas of the Great
Irish Famine, 1845 – 52.3 Throughout years of exploring various sites of
Famine memory, in Ireland and elsewhere, both urban and rural, as well as
formal and informal, Boland's text seemed to echo through my central and
driving question: what use has representation outside of testimony?
The Irish Famine of the mid-nineteenth century was of seismic
demographic impact but the witnesses who survived at that time in various
ways and various places were not asked for their testimony and may, in any
event, not have wished or been able to provide it. There was no recording
of experiences until the 1930s when, what is now the National Folklore
Commission began interviewing rural communities through a range
of questionnaire projects. This process secured a rich repository of the
memories of adults, some of whom had experienced the direct impacts of
the Famine as very young children and others who recalled it as a shaping
aspect of their childhood passed down from a parent generation who, in
turn, had lived through it. But survival of catastrophe is manifold indeed:
by what means did people endure such personal ravage as precipitated by
sustained hunger; at what cost; and to whom?
The horror of hunger is inscribed on the suffering body alone, while
societal experiences of famine are conditional on circumstances of
economic and social dispossession. These contingencies, and the lack of
much immediate testimony on the Famine, pose enormous challenges for
the material cultures of art, museum, memorial and heritage practices.
How best to describe a history deﬁned in the ﬁrst instance by material
poverty and precarious living? Can the temporal intangibilities of
xx
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exhibitions and the viewing of images and objects ever adequately indicate
experiences had by others?
Notwithstanding this, the landscape of Ireland holds traces of many
aspects of Famine history: shadows and palimpsests of Famine-era
experiences that remain as potential and potent sites of memory right
across the island of Ireland. In what ways can such sites where empty
cottages, re-purposed and derelict workhouses and the footprint of
structures built as part of labour programmes are found; paths that
starving people trod in search of relief; and not least places where the
dead are buried, by the hundreds, reﬂect on a landscape of historical
dispossession and widely felt suffering?
The spaces that lie between human experience and the writing of
history are the sites of representation. These are presented where testimony
is absent or muted and so can compellingly contribute to the mapping of a
grievous history.4 Gaps in rendering that Boland writes of remain: it is not
possible to fully recount experiences of the past, or of others, on paper, in
paint or by stone, less still to communicate these to another person. Even
so, it is crucial to perform a secondary kind of witnessing when the primary
or ultimate witnesses who might provide testimony are now absent.5
The artist and writer Trinh T. Minh-ha recognizes a fallacy within
documentary conventions that might presume to fully reﬂect the reality of
others. Instead, she describes her ﬁlmic practice as one in which she ‘speaks
nearby’ her subject. This she deﬁnes as:

I.B

a speaking that does not objectify, does not point to an object as if it
is distant from the speaking subject or absent from the speaking
place. A speaking that reﬂects on itself and can come very close to a
subject without, however, seizing or claiming it. A speaking in brief,
whose closures are only moments of transition, opening up to other
possible moments of transition – these are forms of indirectness
well understood by anyone in tune with poetic language.6

What follows is an account of a selection from the many forms of, what I
term, commemorative visual culture that speak nearby a grievous history
of hunger: the Irish Famine that began in the 1840s.
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Introduction
The Great Irish Famine: Dispossession
and Spectatorship
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In the mid-1990s, Galway Irish Crystal Ltd produced a clear crystal
paperweight in the shape of a potato. (Figure I.1). Crystal Spud was
designed to commemorate Irish immigration to the USA, and the
accompanying text card in its gift box set emphasizes a positive rhetoric
about Irish contributions to nation-building there. Despite no reference to
the Famine included in the text card, the object’s memorial function
relating to the extent of Irish emigration and its chosen from are caught up
in a complex historical legacy of Ireland’s dietary dependency on the
nutritious stem tuber. Crystal Spud’s form further resplendently echoes the
critical crux of the aesthetics of difﬁcult heritage,1 pointing to the tension
between the contemporary presence of commemorative visual culture and
the historical absences it seeks to illuminate.
In the Famine Exhibition room at the Irish Agricultural Museum and
Johnstown Castle Gardens, County Wexford, is a display of potatoes on
plates (Figure I.2). A wall panel above it details average daily potato
consumption by men, women and children in pre-Famine Ireland of the
early 1840s. It reveals the extent of the high volume of this historic vitaminrich reliance: an adult male consumed 6.4 kg, an adult female 5.1 kg and a
child under 11 years, 2.2 kg.
In its spread of appearances across the breadth of commemorative visual
culture of the Famine, the potato is alternately iconic as an object,
exempliﬁed by the commercial gift culture of Crystal Spud and implicitly
indexical by proxy, as at Johnstown. The prevalence of both real and

1
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represented potatoes and related artefacts of diet, such as soup pots, in
Famine exhibitions points to the core facet of this expansive and troubling
history: the politics of food. David Lloyd phrased it: ‘We may say that the
problem of Ireland was paradoxically not scarcity, but abundance:
abundance of population and abundance of means to support that
population, an abundance notoriously supplied by the potato.’2 The
carbohydrate- and vitamin-rich tuberous crop that promoted and sustained
healthy bodies was most likely introduced to Ireland during the last quarter
of the sixteenth century through either Spain or Britain.3 By the nineteenth
century, it represented an aspect of a catastrophic dependency that imparted
a landscape of disease, death and cultural decline.
The Famine was precipitated in 1845 when the potato blight arrived
in western Europe. A fungal spore called Phytophthora infestans caused
repeated potato blights, infesting crops through the second half of the
1840s.4 John Feehan notes that though the crop partially failed in 1845,
the near-complete decimation of the 1846 crop left many without seed
tubers to plant for the following year.5 The following year was widely

Figure I.1 Crystal Spud. Galway Crystal Ltd. q Gary Ward.
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Figure I.2 Potato Display in Famine Exhibition Room. Irish Agricultural Museum,
Johnstown Castle, County Wexford. Image provided by author. By permission of
Irish Agricultural Museum, Johnstown Castle.
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known as ‘Black ’47’, when food shortages were piercingly felt and the
cumulative effects of deprivation were harshly in evidence. The situation
augmented widespread poverty, instigating hunger-related diseases
and death across Ireland on an unprecedented scale. Abruptly, the
vulnerability of a multitude was horriﬁcally evident as a sustained and
devastating grievous history unfolded.
In the 1840s, Ireland was part of the British Empire. There were about
300,000 cottier households and over 600,000 labourer households.6
Collectively, these households made up over 3 million of the over 8 million
population of the 1841 census information,7 which suggests that the
population may well have been, by 1845, close to 8.5 million.8 Some were
tenants of landlords with large estates and many were disastrously
dependent on conacre farming: renting tiny plots for the growing season,
to grow potatoes as a central aspect of diet,9 which was typically augmented
by buttermilk and, in coastal counties, ﬁsh. Christine Kinealy states that
over two-thirds of the labour force continued to depend on agriculture, the
majority of whom held little or no land and traded ‘their labour for a small
plot of land’,10 comparably to sharecropping, as experienced for example
3
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by African American slaves in the post-Civil War period. In Ireland, this
fragile economic system was underpinned by a persistent over-reliance on
a single crop, the potato, as an affordable staple food and, importantly, one
which could be stored during off-season months.
Kevin Whelan describes a great ‘shifting underclass in Irish society in
the immediate pre-famine years’, whose livelihoods were deﬁned by the
effects of divisive social structures as more solvent tenants emigrated amid
a growing Irish economic depression and an increasing dependency on
reduced varieties of potatoes.11 Problems accruing from practices of
subdivision, or fragmentation of landholdings within families, were
accentuated by a rapid increase in population prior to the arrival of the
blight.12 It was a perilously balanced subsistence culture.
By 1852, the population had been depleted by over 25 per cent.13 Lack of
sustenance had viciously extended to circumstances of eviction, forced and
economic emigration and abandonment of home in the search for food and
basic means of survival. With a population depletion of 3.1 million between
1845 and 1855 – 1.1 million dying from hunger and related diseases and
2 million emigrating14 – the precarious family lives of Famine sufferers were
further disadvantaged by Poor Law amendments and dispossession orders.
There had been earlier crop failures in Ireland, but without such devastating
consequences. The mismanagement of the situation before and after the
blights of 1845 and 1846 contributed to the extent of the Famine, leading it
to be heralded, above earlier Irish famines, as the Great Famine.
Terming it ‘the greatest demographic catastrophe in European history’,
Lloyd argues that cultural perception facilitated the Famine as a
catastrophe:
The intersection of policy-making and political economy in effect
transforms a subsistence crisis into a famine by regulating the
perception and interpretation of Irish conditions along terribly
determinate lines [. . .] at least in part because the condition of Ireland
up to the famine itself presents a theoretical anomaly, and at times
even a critical abyss, for the British political economy as a discourse,
just as it does for British Colonial government in practice.15

Lloyd identiﬁes two principal anomalies as ‘land and population, the distinct
but related and recurrent objects of colonial governmentality’.16 Ireland’s
double reproductive abilities – population and social formations – were
4
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considered outside of the normative progressive process of capitalist
modernization. Patterns of traditional distribution of land and use of
holdings such as rundale farming and subdivision were ‘recalcitrant to
capitalist economic and political transformation’.17 Stuart McLean links
nineteenth-century British perceptions of Ireland with earlier, broader
formative perceptions of Ireland as at the edge, or marking the ‘westernmost
limits of Christendom, and, later, Europe,’ and the Irish as ‘“wild” human
counterparts to a newly aestheticized landscape of mountain and moorland’.
This line of thinking would ‘reinforce perceptions of Ireland’s anomalous
status in relation to the orthodoxy of economic reason that was gaining
ground in a swiftly industrializing Britain’.18
Further to this, connotations of terminology related to ‘The Pale’ – a term
in usage from the fourteenth century to describe an area inclusive of and
surrounding Dublin city that was under English rule – suggested that those
who ventured or dwelled ‘beyond the pale’ were not only outside of British
territory, but outside of civilization itself. A legacy of these implications
extends to common parlance today, and also reached into inﬂections within
representations and depictions of Famine-related experience qualiﬁed as
rural-based relative to a metropolitan centre such as Dublin, notably
engendering a lexicon of primitivism, in both text and imaged accounts.
Ireland was thus doubly dispossessed: ﬁrstly, through an extensive
programme of plantations in the seventeenth century and then again on
the eve of the Famine by way of cultural interpretations of the fertile social
abundance of pre-Famine Ireland, epitomized by the nutritious potato.
Following the potato blights, local, national and voluntarily
coordinated relief schemes were set up intended to temporarily counter
the central dietary position of the potato, with the provision of grain-based
meals, particularly Indian meal and corn, as well as maize and oatmeal.
Public works schemes and access to workhouses were the mainstay of relief
projects. The building of workhouses had begun in earnest in the late
1830s, but with the advent of the Famine many rapidly became
overcrowded and incapable of adequately responding to the local situation,
while also struggling to contain the illnesses spreading through their
rooms. According to Thomas Bartlett, by 1842 ‘around 120 workhouses
had been built and indoor relief was being offered to some forty thousand
destitute’, and by 1849 some ‘900,000 Irish poor were being relieved’ in
workhouses that had been designed to accommodate ‘a ceiling of 80,000’

5
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people.19 Paschal Mahoney notes that from the outset each Irish
workhouse was intended to accommodate more than those in England,
‘highlighting the greater scale of pauperism even before the Famine’.20 As
the Famine progressed, workhouses were overwhelmed by the scale and
spread of infections during the worst of the Famine years. John O’Connor
writes that in August 1846 workhouses were only half-full;21 by March
1847, ‘with all 130 workhouses opened they were crammed to capacity with
115,000 occupants’, and by 1851, 217,000.22 Laurence Geary comments:
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While mismanagement and negligence were a feature of some
institutions and while the conditions in many were appalling it
would be wrong to attach the entire blame to administrative
indifference. The system was simply unable to cope with the
demands made upon it by the Famine.23
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The public works programmes were similarly unable to cope with demand,
and early in 1847 a Temporary Relief Act known as the Soup Kitchen Act
was prompted to alleviate the dawning failure of the public works schemes.
This strategy was meant to provide safe, edible food for the starving as it
had been identiﬁed that many people were dying as a result of inadequately
cooked food.24 Soup kitchens, in particular voluntary ones, had another
consequence, as, even in the decades prior to the Famine, religious tensions
played a role in charity work, where proselytizing became associated with
relief efforts.25 In any event, soup kitchens during the Famine, both
formally funded and voluntarily run, did not last long.
The prime minister from the end of June 1846, John Russell, was less
lenient than his predecessor, Robert Peel, had been in implementing his
relief policies – with terrible results. For example, in Russell’s variation on
relief works, the poor could only apply to work on various building
schemes once the local workhouse was full.26 The two key ﬁgures in charge
of relief provision were Sir Charles Wood, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
from 1846 to 1852, and Charles E. Trevelyan, the assistant secretary at the
Treasury, whose promotion by Russell advanced his inﬂuential hold over
relief policy in Ireland.27 The notorious Quarter Acre Clause implemented
as an extension to the Poor Law in 1847 decreed that there was no relief for
anyone who occupied more than a quarter-acre,28 while a £4 Rating Clause
meant landlords were responsible for holdings under £4.29 Those caught in
between these descriptors became ‘a parasitic encumbrance’ for landlords,
6
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being neither self-sufﬁcient nor usefully dependent.30 This further
complicated the heightening tensions between landlords and tenants,
augmenting widespread displacement, eviction and, eventually, for many,
emigration.
While an increase in the number of unions nationally, as a result of the
Poor Law Amendment (Ireland) Act of June 1847,31 redeﬁned, at local
levels, the allocations of workhouse places, this positive shift in recognition
of a differentiating population spread was dogged by the clause that
collected local rates should cover the costs of running the local workhouse.
Subsequently recognized as untenable, slow redress of the funding deﬁcits
through extended government loan schemes was rolled out.32 Even so, for
many tenants and their families, repayments on their rented land were
impossible to maintain in the face of continued crop failure, with the added
problem of the destruction and depletion of crop stores.
A consensus has emerged in retrospect that the Famine was not simply a
natural disaster but overwhelmingly a political one. Peter Gray writes: ‘By
December [1847] the failure of the public relief works was indisputable.
Reports of mass mortality and inquests attributing deaths to the Board’s [of
Public Works] negligence became common.’33 The sustained impact of failed
relief policies was clear: in June 1849, there were 200,000 inmates in
workhouses, 770,000 receiving outdoor relief and 25,000 in workhouse
inﬁrmaries and that year an estimated 220,000 emigrated.34 Formal relief
measures were clearly inadequate to counter the ﬂow of displacement effected
by localized forced evictions and countrywide attempts at emigration.
Successive Tory- and Whig-led governments had sought to utilize the
Famine as a means to radically modernize Ireland’s economy: putting an end
to potato dependence, revamping a blatantly irresponsible landlord system
and excluding absent or ineffectual systems of management.35 The issue was
further complicated by sectarian conclusions suggesting Ireland’s Catholicism was at the root of the problem and a vengeful God had decreed a levelling
of the population in the form of the Famine to cure the west and south of
Ireland of its general malaise and industrial inaction.36 L. Perry Curtis Jr, cites
three connected factors accounting for the severity of the impact of the potato
blight on the poorest inhabitants of Munster and Connacht: capitalism,
racial and religious prejudice and socio-economic structures, including
the Poor Law.37 And through it all, death from hunger-related illness,
contagious diseases and fevers and malnourishment continued apace.

7
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As the single most deﬁnitive event for the demographic alteration of
Ireland in modern history, the Famine was a history of poverty and hunger
deﬁned by the violent exercise of political power; a history more complex
and impacting than can be indicated on the page. As in many histories of
poverty and related systematic dispossession, the context and effects of the
Irish Famine are intertwined in telling. The resulting social conditions were
acutely felt for at least six years, with ongoing ramiﬁcations for cultural,
political and economic life in Ireland thereafter.
The means by which this history has been presented and thus constituted
through commemorative forms of visual culture is the subject of this book.
There are already many histories of the Famine. Local histories have been
produced by historians, librarians, archivists and interest groups throughout
Ireland. Broader accounts are contextualized in variously economic, political
and cultural texts by writers of Irish history including David Valone, Kevin
Whelan, Alvin Jackson, Thomas Bartlett and Roy Foster. Other historians
have written thematically focused Famine histories, such as Enda Delaney,
James S. Donnelly, Peter Gray, Margaret Kelleher, Breandan Mac Suibhne,
 Grada and Ciaran O
 Murchadha.
Christine Kinealy, Cormac O
Texts and projects by David Lloyd, Oona Frawley, Luke Gibbons,
Marguerite Corporaal, Jason King and the far-reaching Atlas of the Great
Irish Famine project have encompassed wider cultural forms as both
reﬂective of and contributive to understandings of Famine history and
Irish Studies. In relation to visual and material culture of the Famine, both
in Ireland and its diasporic presence, the ﬁeld is emerging with in-depth
scholarship in work cataloguing key memorial examples by Emily MarkFitzgerald and art by Niamh O’Sullivan, along with the Famine Folio Series
commissioned by O’Sullivan in her role as curator at the Connecticut Irish
Hunger Museum.
Building on these invaluable sources, this text extends beyond strictures
of Famine history and Irish Studies to instead lodge a discussion on
commemorative visual culture of the Irish Famine within a wider
international ﬁeld of memorial studies. Animated discourses on grievous
histories and related representations of dispossession are taking place
across national, historic and cultural spheres, exempliﬁed in the works of
Giorgio Agamben, Silke Arnold-de Simine, Athena Athanasiou, Ulrich
Baer, Jill Bennett, Judith Butler, Marianne Hirsch, Andeas Huyssen, Susie
Linﬁeld, Pierre Nora, Paul Williams, Emma Willis and James Young.
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These debates are ampliﬁed in edited projects by Jenny Kidd; William
Logan and Keir Reeves; Leanne White and Elspeth Frew; Iain Chambers,
Alessandra De Angelis, Celeste Ianniciello, Mariangela Orabona and
Michaela Quadraro; and Philip R. Stone and Richard Sharpley.
The depiction of historical humanitarian disasters in art exhibitions,
news reports, monuments and at heritage sites has framed the harrowing
images associated with dispossession in the early twenty-ﬁrst century.
Examining a wide range of commemorative visual culture from the midnineteenth-century Irish Famine until the early twenty-ﬁrst-century reveals
the importance of how artefacts of historical trauma affect understandings of
conﬂict, poverty and famine as ongoing forms of political violence. To
reappraise the viewer’s role in representations of dispossession, images,
objects and locations are thematically presented. These themes are organized
around, ﬁrstly, the dispossessed body suffering hunger and undertaking
emigration; secondly, display cultures generated by museums and temporary
exhibition projects; and lastly, the lingering landscape of this grievous
history at burial grounds, heritage sites and relief works structures.
The commemorative visual culture of the Famine examined includes art,
illustration, monuments, exhibitions, museums, cemeteries, tourist trails and
heritage locations.38 These span a geographical range from Australia,
Canada, USA, Great Britain and Northern Ireland, with the main focus on
Ireland. They are not intended as a survey – national, islandic or diasporic –
rather, they have been chosen as indicative of tropes and trends within the
cultural performance of Famine memory.39 These choices have given rise to
the utilization of a range of information sources from textual, visual,
conversational, print and online sources to walking through designated
touristic sites, as well as lightly mediated and unmarked places.
The methods of engagement throughout this exploration are drawn from
a practice of cultural analysis. Methods, as described by Mieke Bal, ‘are part
of the exploration. You conduct a meeting between several, a meeting in
which the object participates, so that, together, object and methods can
become a new, not ﬁrmly delineated ﬁeld’.40 Jill Bennett’s conception of
intermedial aesthetics which can be ‘traced through the distinctive operation
of images inhabiting the interdisciplinary ﬁeld’ is also pertinent to the visual
cultural forms presented as productive of representations of the Famine.41
The spirit of reading sites of expression as ‘gestural rather than
communicative’42 implicates viewers of other people’s experiences, either

9
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past or present, as more than mere spectators of history. Furthermore, the
methods used here to represent sites of Famine memory take cognizance of
Sharon Macdonald’s notion of ‘past presencing’. Past presencing, she
suggests, ‘is the empirical phenomenon of how people variously experience,
understand and produce the past in the present’.43 This, among other things,
indicates ‘the elision and indeterminacy that is so often involved [between
perceptions of past and present], and the disruption of linear notions of past
preceding present preceding future’ and ‘necessarily gives attention to
temporality’.44 In this sense, viewers are participants in complex productions
and reproductions of history, memorialization and commemorative
modalities, as they are in any representation of others.

The Horror of Hunger
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Famine, a form of dispossession, occurs with the failure of infrastructure to
provide the most basic of needs for livable lives.45 The ﬁrst two chapters
explore visualizations of Famine experience centred on the hungry body
and economically forced migration as forms of dispossession. The
production of subjects of history through visual and heritage cultures and
modes of spectatorship that regard dispossessed others connects to David
Campbell’s exploration of the constitutive relation of geopolitics and
visuality. Of photojournalism, Campbell writes,

I.B

when we are dealing with photographs we are concerned with the
visual performance of the social ﬁeld, whereby pictures bring the
objects they purport to simply reﬂect into being. We are not
concerned with the (in)accurate representation of already existing
objects, but with the ways in which sites (and people in those sites)
are enacted through sight.46

Chapters 1 and 2 investigate this premise in relation to a set of historical
representations which, though outside of photography, suggest a
comparable visual performance of the social ﬁeld. The resulting
geopolitical relativities established between spectator and subject are
made complex, however, by differentiating modes of witnessing suffering
from different locations in both place and time.
The primal site of hunger is, of course, the body. Painful outcomes of
hunger occur in a physical body and are consequently known to its
10
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subjective psyche. Like much physical discomfort, hunger has external
triggers, but pain, such as the severe effects arising out of related illnesses, is
realized in and by the body. Elaine Scarry proposes that such inner
awareness of pain is simultaneously the point at which language is
destroyed,47 and further suggests that imagination and pain share a state of
being objectless. Both pain and imagination are interior to the body but exist
at what she terms opposite ends of the terrain of the human psyche.48 Scarry
argues that attempts to express pain, to externalize internal sensations and
arising concepts, along with efforts to understand or acknowledge the pain
of another, are at the heart of our engagement with the material world. Her
study is centred on what she describes as ‘the unmaking and making of
the world’ and connects internal suffering with externalized desires to
alleviate it.49 Though her exploration focused on literature, it indicates the
depths of the difﬁculty facing artists and illustrators depicting the suffering
hungry body through ﬁgurations of Famine, then and since.
Susan Sontag has explored the ways in which suffering is viewed
through visual culture, focusing on the divergence between documentary
and artistic practices. Using terms such as ‘the antistudy of a document’
and ‘visionary’, Sontag makes a sympathetic case for the interpretive and
imaginative role of art in imaging suffering and points out the difference
of expectation (and assumption) between a camera ‘showing’ and art
‘evoking’ situations of distress.50 Though differentiated, both Sontag’s and
Scarry’s ideas suggest the material making of the world of representation is
simultaneously the making of meaning, irrespective of mechanisms of
externalization. Scarry links this idea of artiﬁce to an equivalent scale of
imaginative possibility, as objects of artiﬁce allow imaging to become
collective.51 Concluding that the work of the imagination makes the
inanimate world animate-like, the world outside the body becomes, in
Scarry’s terms, as responsible as if it were not oblivious to sentience.52
Scarry and Sontag’s suggestions relate to thinking through the affect, or
otherwise, of images of hungry bodies: how de-sensitizing some dramatic
images of suffering others can be, in news media for example. Margaret
Crawford describes the expectation of particular types of images as cues for the
now commonplace recognition of starvation, in Ethiopia and elsewhere, on
TV screens,53 which are also, to the viewers, images of the bodies of others.54
This gives rise to the quandary of how ethical spectatorship, the responsibility
of looking at or watching over others, might be formulated. Marianne Hirsch
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focuses the problem in terms of commemorative practices: a challenge for any
postmemorial artist is ‘to ﬁnd the balance that allows the spectator to enter the
image, to imagine the disaster, but that disallows an over-appropriative
identiﬁcation that makes the distances disappear, creating too available, too
easy an access to this particular past.’55
The resonance of ethical spectatorship for commemorative visual culture
at sites where acts of conﬂict and terror took place in particular generates
much debate on potentially perilous them-and-us paradigms of
representation. These can, at times problematically, as Marita Sturken
points out, conﬂate ‘narratives of innocence’ with atrocious acts.56 In
drawing attention to aspects of initial and spontaneous popular memorial
practices at Ground Zero in New York, for example, Sturken outlines the
dual potential of kitsch objects and sentimental resonance in that paradigm
of memorialization. To commemorate a terrible event, as Sturken indicates,
may well include a synthesis of kitsch that is both locally and temporally
deﬁned. In her example this synthesis was socially expressed at Ground Zero
as objects, both personal and commercial, left at the site amassed. The social
production of commemoration further travelled through families and
friendships, by way of traded and gifted objects of kitsch, such as teddy bears
and snow-globes, invested with meaning along the way. Sturken’s critique
indicates that these practices heterogeneously contribute to comprehension
of the event memorialized in various times and places. Such paradigms and
conﬂations were subsequently highlighted in tensions surrounding the
competition and formal commissioning processes for the memorialization
of Ground Zero and subsequently in fraught debates on levels of access to
the burial places of those who died there as a site for personal mourning
rather than a public memorial. Finally it is perhaps the popular usage of the
site that serves most affectively as an enactment of memorial culture.
It is in the wake of widening experiences of conﬂict, terror and
consequential unsettlement, in the broadest sense, that Adriana Cavarero
promotes a new term – horrorism – to encapsulate the experiences of
others that routinely escape adequate conveyance in words and images.57
She outlines that, though the threat may be more widely prevalent, those
that are struck often have little shielding them: violence strikes the
defenceless. A consequence of such defencelessness, as preconditions
dispossession, is the violence that constitutes bodily hunger: an attack on
the physical being against an individual’s will resulting in the
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malfunctioning and disintegration of the body. Contemplating the scale of
deprivation that accounts for situations of famine is the privilege of
spectators. With recognition of this kind of horrorism comes an enormous
onus to carefully consider what might constitute witness to a state
seemingly beyond capacity of usual lexicons of description.
However, the temporal distance of the mid-nineteenth-century Irish
Famine accentuates the limitations of witness that attend all such experiences
of bodily deprivation, dispossession and death, where retrospective, or a kind
of secondary, witnessing has ﬁrstly to negotiate a post-colonial terrain of
cultural history. Though in many senses a well-documented famine, those
who suffered the most died and many of the rest were socially and culturally
muted, and so contemporary accounts of the Famine are predominantly
reliant on those who managed relief, mismanaged relief and those who
observed, such as journalists, philanthropists and travellers. While direct
experiential accounts exist, mainly in the form of letters to and from
emigrants,58 it is Irish workhouse records, census information, shipping logs,
as well as medical, burial and immigration records at sites in the UK, Canada,
USA and Australia, that most poignantly account for qualitative experiences
of life and death, many of which are latterly utilized in Famine memorials at
sites across these countries.
Of the surviving contemporary accounts in Ireland, many were
produced by observers outside of the social and cultural descriptors of
Famine sufferers. Though Margaret Kelleher makes a case for the
American writer Asenath Nicholson’s work as less distanced than some
male narrators on the Famine, since she literally entered into the homes of
sufferers and engaged some in reciprocated social gestures,59 Nicholson
remained other to her subjects, as is deﬁnitive of observers.
A lasting signiﬁcance of Nicholson’s role during the Famine was her
recognition of voice as attendant to social agency. Her writing posits the lack
of speech as contingent to the condition of those who suffered during the
Famine: ‘They stood up before us in a speechless, vacant, staring, stupid, yet
most eloquent posture, mutely graphically saying. “Here we are, your bone
and your ﬂesh, made in God’s image like you. Look at us! What brought us
here?’” 60 As Kelleher recounts Nicholson’s ethical motivations along with
her struggles to address her subjects outside of the dominant attitudes of her
class, it seems Nicholson saw her role as the speaker for those without the
means to be heard, or perhaps understood in another language.
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Maureen Murphy suggests Nicholson’s commitment to social reform,
as a ‘health reformer’, was inﬂuenced by her austere upbringing, training as
a teacher and later her ﬁrsthand experiences of ‘the deprivations of life in
Erris [County Mayo] in the winter of 1847 – 48’, lending her a ‘sense of
divine mission to relieve the suffering of the Irish poor during the Great
Famine’.61 The passage quoted above indicates a confrontation between
the ‘eloquent’ body inscribed by pain and the challenge for the non-sufferer
to convey such experience. Nicholson later reﬂected on this dilemma:
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And now, while looking at them calmly at a distance, they appear,
even to myself, more like a dream than a reality, because they appear
out of common course, and out of the order of even nature itself. But
they are realities, and many of them fearful ones – realities which
none but eye-witnesses can understand, and none but those who
passed through them can feel.62
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From that time and in retrospective views since, a number of historically
and socially speciﬁc codes of representation on themes of hunger and
migration have respectively found visual and material form in ﬁgurations
and ship motifs. The artworks, illustrations, memorials and heritage sites
discussed in Chapters 1 and 2 connect perceptions of otherness with
considerations of location in ways that variously transpose experiences of
those suffering hunger and migration in particular into subjects of visual
culture.

I.B

Grievous History, Difﬁcult Heritage
The history and culture of the vanquished and the oppressed is rarely
embodied in material objects. They bequeath words rather than
palaces, hope rather than private property, words, texts and music
rather than monuments. They leave heritages embodied in people
rather than stones. Songs, words, poems, declarations, texts often
constitute the archive through which to evoke their past. Their
itineraries retrace the history of struggles, of migrations, of the global
organization of the workforce rather than the accumulation of wealth.
It is world of the intangible, of the unexpected, of what has been
untimely, sorrowful, hopeful.
Franc oise Verges63
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A dearth of artifactual evidence presents a clear challenge to curators and
artists representing a grievous history such as the Famine. The homes of
those most affected by the Famine were typically mud cabins with thatched
roofs, with the main focal point an open hearth. The 1841 Census
described four types of houses: fourth-class houses were mud-walled and
consisted of one room, while third-class houses were of similar
construction but more cottage-like with two to four rooms and windows;
a second-class house had ﬁve to nine rooms and windows, and was
typically in a town or on a farm; while a ﬁrst-class house had more than ten
rooms and widows.64 The fourth- and smaller third-class houses provided
little space or their function little opportunity for material possessions, as
the family, often along with a treasured farm animal, such as a pig or a cow,
would all sleep at night on the ﬂoor to beneﬁt from the heat from the ﬁre.
Island-wide, the fourth-class house constituted 37 per cent of all houses,
and third-class houses 40.1 per cent, the density of the fourth-class housing
along Ireland’s western seaboard links the impoverished living conditions
with concentrated population loss during the Famine.65 Following
displacement from their homes, some lived in scalps or scalpeens: inverted
mud cabins where the very poor and destitute lived. Scalps were temporary
dwellings burrowed into the ground and roofed with wood, mud and grass;
scalpeens were even smaller than scalps.
Added to this paucity of material culture, those retrospectively
representing the Famine through curatorial cultures of exhibition do so in
a contemporary context of news spectatorship saturated with media
accounts of dispossession, relating to conﬂict, displacement, famine and
hunger. As outcomes of systemic conditions, such circumstances are often
described as humanitarian ‘crises’; terminology that actively undermines
more longterm complexities of geopolitical realities, past, present and
ongoing. Museums, heritage sites and temporary exhibitions have
variously addressed related commemorative challenges. Chapter 3 looks
at display tactics in the subject –object triangulation between objects of
difﬁcult heritage, curatorship and museum visitor. Chapter 4 focuses on
temporary exhibitions that placed the Famine within their historical
subject focus, outlining the potential of art to indicate grievous history.
A history of dispossession seems an anathema to museum and
exhibition practices, with poverty deﬁned in the ﬁrst instance by an
absence of material matter, negligible political presence and diminished
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personal empowerment, as Verges elucidates. As exhibition practice trades
in codes of visibility and voice, and so in many readings is reﬂective of the
common adage that history is written by the powerful, or at least by those
with access to material wealth, it is the spaces created by the deprivation of
agency that pose curatorial challenges for its remembrance in museum and
gallery formats. Further, historical representations involve, like any
representation of others, a subject– object construction trading on codes of
empathy, and even ethics, for the summation of affect. In many analyses of
representations of grievous histories (such as death camps) rhetoric of lack
and absence is evoked to relay writer experiences and to explain curatorial
actions. Explored in terms of performative memory and theatricality,
recurrent tensions arise in some of these accounts along a perceived faultline between reality and representation. The past cannot be re-lived and so
the experiences of others will remain outside of sentient knowledge.
Reﬂections on curatorial devices to encourage visitor identiﬁcation with
now missing subjects of history have revealed complex zones of theatrical
representation where fact and ﬁction seem continually enmeshed and are
linked to ethical imperatives. Juliet Steyn suggests:
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The conventions of history, in which truth-value is based on
empirically veriﬁable evidence gleaned from primary texts
(objectivity), are always in friction with subjectivities that are
already invested in both the writing and the receiving subject. It is
the position of author and reader, of museum curator and visitor in
relation to the past that is crucial, in that it provides the pivot of the
ethical, demanding decision and judgement.66

Intercepting the breach between the past and present are interpretative
concepts such as postmemory, vicarious past, secondary witnessing and
prosthetic memory.67 Hirsch outlines postmemory, through recourse to
second-generation World War II survivors’ invested viewing of photographs
of those who directly experienced the machinations of that war's Holocaust.
This creates what she terms ‘the visual space of postmemory’:
[T]he relationship of children of survivors of cultural or collective
trauma to the experiences of their parents, experiences that they
‘remember’ only as the stories and images with which they grew up,
but that are so powerful, so monumental, as to constitute memories
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in their own right. The term is meant to convey its temporal and
qualitative difference from survivor memory, its secondary or secondgeneration memory quality, its basis in displacement, its belatedness.
Postmemory is a powerful form of memory precisely because its
connection to its object or source is mediated not through
recollection but through projection, investment and creation.68
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Ideas of postmemory offer a means of recall for events that were not directly
experienced by the subject in contemporary life. James Young has described
‘vicarious past’: ‘by calling attention to their vicarious relationship to events,
the next generation ensures that their “postmemory” of events remains an
unﬁnished, ephemeral process, not a means towards a deﬁnitive answer to
impossible questions.’69 For Young, the distinction between artists who
emphasize their generational remove from direct experience of the past and
those who witnessed the events highlights a need to recognize a two-tiered
approach to history. He suggests that the past as it is perceived from tracks of
testimony should coexist with its representation at a remove, making
historical inquiry ‘the combined study of both what happened and how it is
passed down to us’.70 Young’s phrasing iterates the perception that the
present day is subordinate to the past: the past is both behind and stands
over today. This also implies that memorialization, as it is manifested in
cultural forms, has a history, and links to what Campbell describes as
‘recasting visual culture as visual economy’,71 where visual economy is the
production, circulation and interpretation of images, which are part of an
organization of people, ideas and objects.72
The belated witnessing of the past perpetuated through cultural forms
and highlighted in exhibition practice is shaped by the curatorial contexts
of collectivized representations. Jenny Kidd outlines a double witnessing
for museum professionals: ‘the role of “witness” involves daily
embodiment and navigation of a complex internal paradox, a double
witnessing necessitating navigation of individual identity on the one hand,
and professional and institutional identity on the other’.73 Inherent
tensions to this witnessing are part of the visual economy, and in the
imaging of the Irish Famine have been notably rehearsed through altering
Anglo-Irish relations. For example, at some museums and heritage sites,
representations of the Famine are contextualized in terms of collective
national identity – tied up with a history of political rebellion – and local
histories.
17
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Both overlaps and contradictions between national and local identities
at such sites have at times reﬂected debates on historical revisionism in
Ireland. Emerging with force during the period of the Peace Process in
Northern Ireland, the revisionist debate on Irish history, and within it the
discussion of the Famine’s political legacy, was not simply an esoteric
academic or intellectual exercise. Tangible repercussions were felt for the
ofﬁcial state attitude to commemorating the Famine in the mid-1990s. The

records of Dail Eireann
(Ireland’s House of Parliament) for October 1995
delineate animated debate between the Government and the Opposition.
The individual contributions of a number of TDs (Teachta Dála, Gaelic for
Elected Members) reﬂect the tone and substance of the fraught discussion
on how best to commemorate the Famine.74 In her role as chairperson
of the National Famine Commemoration Committee, Avril Doyle (also
minister of state at the Department of the Taoiseach (Prime Minister))
stated in the opening remarks of her address to the Dail on the 150th
Anniversary of the Famine:
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Between 1845 and 1850, the potato crop in Ireland was destroyed by
blight. Out of a population of 8 million people, over one million died
from the starvation and starvation related disease. A further one
million emigrated under appalling conditions, with many dying in
the cofﬁn ships or soon after landing. This is fact, not ﬁction, and it
is not open to historical revisionism.75

I.B

A bald statement, which drew in response from Michael McDowell on the
Opposition bench the following:
We are not entirely a Gaelic peasant society; we never were. There is
a sense in which we like to airbrush out Anglo-Irishness or the
mixture of Englishness and Irishness, and not view it as
authentically Irish [. . .] I hope we do not hear that without the
Famine Ireland would have been a huge country of 8 million people,
could have participated in the industrial revolution and everything
would have been different; only the cruelties and indifference of
others frustrated us.76

Later, Noel Andrews, also of the Opposition, said, ‘I agree [. . .] that we are
not in the business of apportioning blame, but for goodness’ sake let us not
forget from where the problem emanated, which was, beginning and
18
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ending, with our then colonial masters. Let us make no mistake about it.’77
Likewise, Opposition member Bertie Ahern (later Taoiseach, 1997 –2008)
described the Famine as representing ‘the nadir of Anglo-Irish relations’.78
Joan Burton (minister of state at the Department of Foreign Affairs), in
her answer to McDowell, indicted what was to be the Government’s
memorial focus in her comments: ‘Famine and starvation are to a
considerable extent the consequences of political decisions [. . .] The Irish
Famine was a consequence of political decisions, in the same way recent
and current famines are.’79 In 1995, the Irish taxpayer’s contribution to the
Irish aid programme was higher than ever before at IEP 89 million.
Andrews described Ireland’s Overseas Development Assistance as ‘a real
and living memorial [to the Irish Famine]’.80
During the debate veiled references were made to the Peace Process in
Northern Ireland as a possible cause for fuelling revisionist or ‘sanitizing’
(Andrews)81 histories. Kinealy suggests, ‘the revisionist domination meant
that intellectual debate in Ireland was effectively constrained, and to take a
counter-position was tantamount to declaring support for the national
struggle.’82 This was not a desirable political alignment to make during the
delicate stages of a Peace Process between the Republic of Ireland and
Britain in the run-up to the Good Friday Agreement of 1998.83
Within Northern Ireland, indeed, commemorations of the Famine
through memorial forms and practices have been restrained relative to the
Republic. As Mary Daly notes, the impact of the Famine varied throughout
Ulster, with the story complicated by the collapse of the linen industry.
Cavan, for example, had a higher rate of population loss than Galway, while
north-east Ulster ‘fared better’.84 Successive historical experience and
consequential tensions left the Famine rarely represented in permanent
forms in Northern Ireland. One of the most notable exceptions to this is the
Famine Memorial at Enniskillen, County Fermanagh, Northern Ireland,
designed by Irish artist Eamonn O’Doherty.85
In the Dáil debate of late 1995, Burton made comparative reference to
the remarkably silent period of the centenary to suggest, ‘In a sense it is a
tribute to our general well-being, that we now feel free to remember what
we did not feel free to remember when we were doing less well
economically.’86 Her claim to commemoration as a signiﬁer of cultural
conﬁdence was somewhat undermined by the Famine Commemoration
Committee’s general hesitancy over permanent visible memorial forms.
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Also, underlying other aspects of the Dail debate was the suggestion that
Ireland, in the midst of economic prosperity, and as a ‘Celtic Tiger’,87
might prefer to distance from its Third World past, even at the expense of
fully engaging with an imperial history.
In March 1997, the committee reported on how it spent its budget.88
Included was a the award of £115,000 to a major historical research project
with University College Dublin and Trinity College Dublin which led to
deep scholarship in the history of the Famine and many noteworthy
publications. College scholarships and a schools essay competition were
instigated to promote research and writing on the Famine. Two substantial
Irish Famine ship memorials were ﬁnanced by the Government:
a sculpture by John Behan in County Mayo and the building of the
replica Jeanie Johnston Famine ship. The Irish national broadcaster, RTE

(Radio Telifís Eireann),
received £79,562.04 for documentary work.
A number of Famine graveyards throughout Ireland each received £1,000
toward their renovation costs, and sums of £5,000 went to various local
commemorations such as memorials, maps, exhibitions, village renovations and plays.89
Overseas Irish Famine commemorations in Liverpool received over
£51,000, and in Australia/New Zealand £85,141.80. Food relief in Ethiopia
received £50,030 and water relief in Lesotho received £15,030.
These ﬁgures suggest that at that time the Irish government was
comfortable with commemorating the Famine via overseas aid
programmes, as ‘the living memorial’, and promoting monumental
memorials in countries with a strong Irish diasporic presence, while at
home emphasis was more keenly placed upon historical and
documentary projects of remembrance rather than upon permanent,
public or repetitious forms of commemorative visual culture. It wasn’t
until 2008 that the National Famine Commemoration Committee was
established by the Irish government to formally inaugurate an annual
national Famine memorial day.90 Thus, in answer to the predicament of
how to materially commemorate the Irish Famine amid revisionist
outlooks in the mid-1990s, ideas of similarity were accentuated across
historical and geographical boundaries, reﬂective of post-colonial
concerns with international afﬁliations.
Appropriating the history of the Famine into universal paradigms of
suffering was similarly sustained by other groups, such as non-
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governmental organizations (NGOs), in their commemorative projects.
Gray notes, speciﬁcally in relation to the rhetoric of some NGOs’
references to the Irish Famine as raising consciousness of global injustice
and poverty, that
globalising rhetoric leaves little room for examination of the
historical speciﬁcities of the Irish case – perhaps legitimate in the
polemical enthusiasm of humanitarian campaigning, but
problematic with respect to a memorialization process in which
making justiﬁable truth-claims about the past is seen as essential,
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and that this ‘construction of the memory of the famine has become a
potent political weapon in Irish political culture – a discursive
construction with a grammar only partially cognate with that of academic
history’.91
Roy Foster commented in 2001 on the ‘dangers of historical
interpretation that tend towards self-congratulation, tub-thumping or
professional victimhood, all of which unwelcome characteristics have
surfaced in aspects of recent commemoration fever’.92 Foster’s discussions
on what he termed a ‘commemorative binge’ in the latter part of the 1990s
in Ireland draw attention to the alacrity with which the sesquicentennial
commemorations of the Famine made way for the bicentennial markings
 Grada remarked that ofﬁcial
of the 1798 Rebellion.93 Cormac O
Government-sponsored commemorations held in 1995 ‘jumped the gun’
as there was no famine in 1845 since ‘many did not perish until autumn
1846’.94
Luke Gibbons suggested that previous to the 150-year commemoration, ‘failure of the government to commemorate the Famine need not be
put down to bad faith, but may have been due to the fact that the memory
was still too close to the bone.’95 He makes a case for considering the
Famine in terms of Judith Shklar’s notion of ‘passive injustice’, which she
deﬁnes as a mass suffering with low visibility (a lack of stated author to the
catastrophe) and sponsored by tacit complicity. Gibbons infers, ‘one of the
consequences of the low visibility of passive injustice, the facility with
which it eludes the nets of criticism or accountability, is that sense of
outrage remains unrequited, and the voices of victims are simply not
heard.’96 On a national education level, Kinealy described reluctance, up to
this point, to engage directly with the historical impact of the Famine on a
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national educational level as indicative of the inﬂuence of revisionist debate
and events in Northern Ireland.97
Thus, by the 1990s, a generalized wariness of iterating historical
understanding of a grievous history by way of consolidated memorial practice was reﬂected in tentative attitudes toward visual culture modalities of
commemorative practice; and other than RTE, national cultural institutions
appear to have been largely reticent in their approach to commemorating
the Famine in any in-depth or sustained manner. In the context of this as
well as earlier national cultural climates, Chapters 3 and 4 consider the ways
in which grievous history gives rise to difﬁcult heritage underpinned by the
strategies of a number of exhibitions on the Famine.
Chapter 3 focuses on artefacts and locations that assume a power
of witness as a means to reading the story of the absent subjects or the
others of history. Chapter 4 explores the potential of artworks, publicly
exhibited as after-images, to act as triggers for empathic comprehension
of experiences of those who have gone before. Across these permanent,
longterm and temporary exhibition practices emerge interdependent
formulations indicative of collective identity and calls for individual
empathy in representations, as Verges listed, ‘of the intangible, of the
unexpected, of what has been untimely, sorrowful, hopeful’.

.T

Landscapes of Mourning and Dark Tourism

I.B

Irish artist Alanna O’Kelly described the Famine as ‘a very dark place’.98
Her stated interest in the Famine as a subject for her art practice was
informed by the reluctance she had experienced as a child among those
around her to discuss it. Growing up in County Wexford, she noted ﬁelds
were left fallow and though no one in the community spoke of why, it was
thought they held Famine dead.99 Reckoning grievous history as a dark
place, as a psychological locus from where past events are interpreted and
present-day identities negotiated, is not uncommon.
Karen Wells describes a process of ‘melancholic memorialization’
that follows on initial negotiations of personal tragedy such as the timely
or unexpected death of a loved one in ‘process of ordering and
containment through visualizing and materializing practices’. 100
Though this period in turn gives way to the construction of permanent
memorial forms that ‘close down political space opened by tragedy and
22
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melancholia’, Wells suggests ‘[t]his ﬁnal testimonial to loss may be
resigniﬁed by events, intervention and practices that return loss once
again to melancholic memorialization and reanimate its political
potential’.101 While the term ‘tragedy’ is problematic when applied to
largescale systemic suffering as in that context it can imply a lack of
speciﬁc culpability, the framework of Well’s melancholic memorialization of loss has resonance for sites of Famine memory. Chapters 5 and 6
consider the various means by which a range of historical sites and
locations of mass burial associated with this dark place in Irish history
are constituted as melancholic memorialization: landscapes of mourning across Ireland and beyond.
Thomas Laqueur writes, ‘precisely because [landscape] is so resolutely
atemporal, so resistant to closure, so open to all manner of reverie, it stands
in such sharp contrast to history. Space is the ground for remembering –
against time.’102 He cautions against too easily advocating memory’s
alignment with space over a comprehension of history as integrated with the
passing of time: ‘Memory is a means of making the loss survivable but it is
also therefore a means of allowing the past to have closure.’ Accordingly,
it might be useful to ‘concentrate on the task of representing temporal
contingencies rather than spatial absolutes’.103 Engagement with commemorative sites, much like public mourning, is complexly inter-deﬁned by
temporal and spatial experiences (as in ‘past presencing’) and connectively,
individually felt and collectively declarative.
Judith Butler’s suggestion that interdependence of a self and an other
pervades all aspects of life, from unknown others to ones close by, gives
rise to a consideration of whose lives become grievable and, relatedly,
whose suffering is ‘speakable’.104 The cultural aftershocks of 9/11, in her
example, undermined assumptions of security attendant on notions of
the First World, highlighting ‘geographical vulnerability’.105 She suggests
that in a panicked response, public mourning for particular lives lost can
declare the process of obituary as an act of, often exclusionary, nationbuilding,106 at the expense of deeming other lives relatively nongrievable, even connoting them as unreal or somehow less human. The
potential of representing suffering, and by implication death, is core to
what Butler terms ‘reciprocal exchange’ that constitutes the global sphere
of community. ‘To ask for recognition, or offer it, [. . .] is to solicit a
becoming, to instigate a transformation, to petition the future always in
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relation to the Other. It is to stake one’s own being, and one’s own
persistence in one’s own being, in the struggle for recognition.’107
Such ﬂuidity in subject positions underlines the ethical responsibility
associated with all forms of representation, including retrospective views of
past others formulated through spatial cultures associated with grievous
history. Into the quiet spaces of previous unmarked sites of remembrance
across Ireland and further aﬁeld came community-driven acts of
commemoration. These have taken the forms of cemetery restoration,
demarcation of mass burial sites, trails and maintained relief works
structures and commemorative walks.
When also enacted as tourist destinations, visits to these sites are
implicated in wider developments in tourism, speciﬁcally predicated
upon a politics of mourning and realized through physical engagement
with locations and concepts of destination. With reference to the writings
of R. J. Johnston, Greg Ringer cites destination as ‘both a psychological
state of arrival and a process of spatial movement [. . .] around which
individuals construct and reconstruct ways of life that express “who they
are and what is expected of them’”, as well as a ‘culturally-deﬁned
geography of places’.108
As both a response to and a practice of modern life, tourism is an
expression of a desire to be elsewhere; to move outside where one usually
lives, with historical associations between enrichment and pilgrimage.109
This ties tourism to a dual purpose of discovering more about one’s own
cultural or community lineage and also of seeing how others live. As Ringer
underlines, ‘destination [can] be understood [. . .] as a phenomenon of
personal experience’.110 Further, as a consequence of modernity’s urban
pressures, the association of places of natural beauty with personal
satisfaction has remained linked to many different types of touristic
inclinations.111
Tourism then is a layered occupation, driven by a range of incentives
that alter according to social circumstance, age, economic capacity and
cultural and nature-related interests and one which has sustained impact
on local or host communities. Mimi Sheller and John Urry describe sites of
tourism (‘places to play’) as ‘places in play’ that ‘involve performances
by various kinds of “hosts”, and especially by “guests’”. Organized by
‘complex systems of diverse intersecting mobilities [. . .] [t]hese systems
involve networks of “hosts – guests –time – space –cultures” that stabilize
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certain places as “places to play”, but only contingently’.112 This
changeability implies that place (any place) is also a potential situation
of variable tourism. Ringer warns that ‘to conceive of the cultural
destination as a stylized vignette of local history, rooted in time and space,
and lacking the dynamic conditions necessary for change, is to render mute
the actions, motivations and values of local participants in the ongoing
social construction of their place’.113
Mediations between global and local contexts are realized in
interchanges between tourists and residents on two levels. Firstly, as
Thomas Blom points out, the global involves mediation of place, often
prior to visitors actually visiting a site.114 Emma Willis describes the
twentieth century as the ‘century of the tourist: economic and technical
changes opened the world up for viewing’.115 John Lennon and Malcolm
Foley allude to perceptions of death (as a tourism interest or subject) as a
commodity for consumption in a global communications market,116 as
well as emphasizing the extent to which mass media shapes perceptions of
particular sites as emblematic of key historic events.117
Secondly, and as a consequence of the ﬁrst, afﬁliations across various
formations of identity are forged that Lennon and Foley outline deﬁne
the commodiﬁcation of anxiety and doubt about modernity and its
consequences as a particular tenet of ‘dark tourism’, for example.118 This,
they argue, is evident in both interpretations at and design of sites, such as
mass death camps and places where famous people died, which produce or
reﬂect on uncertainty, fear and social failures or vulnerabilities.
To stratify such experiences, Philip Stone employs the notion of shades
of darkness to distinguish between various so-called dark sites. The darkest
type refers to ‘Sites of Death and Suffering,’ while at the lighter end of the
chart are ‘Sites Associated with Suffering and Death’. The darker group is,
among other descriptors, endowed with ‘higher political inﬂuence and
ideology’ and ‘have an education orientation and location authenticity’,
and the lighter extremity has ‘lower political inﬂuence and ideology,
entertainment orientation and non-location authenticity’.119 Evoking the
concept of ‘authenticity’ as a qualifying characteristic, Stone suggests the
closer to death the site and the less commercialized or enjoyable the visit,
the darker it is. This is elaborated by Peter Hohenhaus’s references to ‘place
authenticity’ in memorials to the Rwandan Genocide. He notes the most
accessible rural memorial site (at Gisozi) as the least graphic and relatively
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less ‘raw’ than comparable sites that are less commercialized.120 Further,
the urban Kigali Memorial Centre is ‘geared towards foreign tourist
visitation’ and ‘its “consumption” is the least demanding with regard to
“temporal place identity”’.121 By Stone’s assessment, representations form
the ‘lighter’ side when posited against ‘darker’ sites, typically tied to visible
evidence and historical certainty, or so-called place authenticity.
This gap between reality (darkness) and representation (light) is
complicated when some level of mediation is recognized at all sites of
memory, once they are acknowledged as such. Leanne White and Elspeth
Frew emphasize the signiﬁcance of both personal reﬂection on location
and collective identity formation in the process of visitor engagement with
such sites: ‘the respectful interpretation of [. . .] dark tourism sites may
assist in creating a place where visitors can pay their respects to those who
have died, and better understand past events within the context of the site
and indeed the nation’.122 Across the landscape of Ireland, numerous
unmarked burial sites and unmapped relief works are represented off-site,
through photographic and art processes, while others are lightly mediated
at location or signposted, literally, or by way of reference in related local
heritage sites. Some places have been overtly and strongly deﬁned by
representational practices, and include formal cemeteries, mapped heritage
trails and ritualized commemorative events at clearly designated locations.
Allusions to the constructed (and thereby inhabited) emptiness of
landscape and the historical absences suggested by human presence form
the focus of the ﬁnal two chapters of this book. Across a range of Famine
heritage sites speciﬁcally associated with burial, the history of relief works
and the development of heritage trails, tourism tropes of expectation and
surprise are generated through various geographical, material and visual
signs and augmented by symbolic gestures such as time spent in these
places. Acts of walking, following trials and discovering apparent
interruptions in the landscape delineate a territory – in space and
time – mapped by a grievous history.
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